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We determine the asymptotic behaviour of the survival probability of a branching process in 
a finite state i.i.d, random environment. 
branching processes in a random environment * survival probability 
Let (Z,)n~o be a branching process in a finite state random environment, i.e., we 
are given a positive integer , offspring distributions Uo,..., Ur-1, and a stationary 
process ~=(~n),,~o taking values in {0, . . . ,  r - l}  ~, describing the state of the 
environment at the time instants n = 0, 1, . . . .  The Z, represent the number of objects 
in the nth generation, and given ~, the number of offspring of each of these objects 
are independent, identically distributed random variables, with distribution U~. As 
usual [2, 5] we assume that 0< m(~)<oo a.s., where m(~)= E(zllff) denotes the 
conditional expectation of the offspring of the single object at time 0 (Zo -= 1), given 
the environment ~. We consider the case (introduced in [5]), where ~ is a sequence 
of independent, identically distributed random variables. 
The process (Z,) is called subcritical, critical or supercritical ccording to whether 
E log m(~) is negative, zero or positive. To avoid in the sequel statements with 
clauses like "except fo r . . . "  we exclude hence forth the processes with m(~) = 1 a.s. 
The main result of [5] is that P[Z, > 0] tends to 0 as n --) oo if and only if (Z,) is 
critical or subcritical (see also [2]). For an ordinary branching process (r = 1), the 
rate at which P[Z, > 0] tends to zero is known: P[Z, > 0] 1/" ~ EZ 1 if EZ~ log Z 1 ( 00. 
In this paper we derive the corresponding result for a branching process in a finite 
state i.i.d, random environment (B.P.R.E.). The result naturally leads to a dichotomy 
for subcritical B.P.R.E.'s. Let us call a B.P.R.E. strongly subcritical if 
Ern(~) log m(~)~<0, then the strongly subcritical B.P.R.E.'s behave as ordinary 
subcritical branching processes, but for the other subcritical B.P.R.E.'s the decay 
rate of P[Zn > 0] is strictly smaller than EZ1. 
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Theorem. Let (Z,) be a branching process in a finite i.i.d, environment with EZ 2 < oo. 
Then 
lim P[Z~ > 0] 1/" = inf E(m(~))' 
n~OO t~[0 ,1 ]  
where m (~) = E (Z1 [ ~). 
Remark. As will be shown in the proof below, inf,~Eo.~ E(m(~))' equals 1 if (Z,)  
is not subcritical, and equals EZ1 if (Z,)  is strongly subcritical. 
We first introduce some notation. Let Wn = {0 , . . . ,  r -  1}" be the set of words of 
length n. Let K ,  be the set of vectors k= (ko , . . . ,  kr_~) of non-negative integers 
such that ko+" • • + kr_~ = n. For k ~ K,  we denote by W.,k the subset of W, consisting 
of those words that contain ki occurences of the symbol i, i = 0 , . . . ,  r -1 .  The 
cardinality of W,,k is n! / (ko! ' ' "  kr_~!), which we denote by (~,). 
Proof of theorem. Let F ( t ) :=  E(m(¢))'  be the moment generating function of 
log m(s r) and let p := inf,~to.11F( t). Note that, for all real t, 
F ' ( t )  = E log m(¢)m(¢) z. ( 1 ) 
Since F is convex, we see that 
p = F(0)  = 1 if[ F '(0) t> 0 if[ (Z.)  is critical or supercritical. 
From this it follows that the theorem is true if (Z.)  is supercritical (as in this case 
P[Z. > 0] tends to a non-zero limit). 
For w = Wo" • • w._l we denote by Z .  ~ the n th generation of the process conditioned 
on the environment [~'o = Wo, . . . ,  ~',-~ = w,_~] =: [w]. Then 
P [Z ,>0]= Z PEZ~>O]P([w]) 
wE ~V n 
= E Y, P[Z~>O]P([w]). 
k~Kn w~ Wn,t~ 
The size of P[Z w > 0] is to a large extent determined by 
EZ~ = m k° k m k • " " m r - - l=~ 
r - -1  
if w ~ W,.k, where we denote mi := E (Z1 [ ~o = i). Define 
K, ,o={k~K, :  mk~< 1}, K,,~={k~K," mk>~ 1}. 
Case I: (Z,) critical. Define an i.i.d, sequence of random variables (Xj) by 
d 
(2) 
X1 = log m(~r). (3) 
According to Lemma 1 (which will be stated and proved at the end of the paper), 
P[Z~' > 0] >t (1 + nC) -1 for at least a fraction 1/n of the words w in W.,k if k ¢ K..I 
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(for some real constant C). This leads to the following estimation (using (2)): 
P[Z.>O]>~ ~ ~ P[Z'~>O]P([w]) 
kEKn,l WE Wn, k 
, 1 ( : ) ,  
k~r.,, l + nC n P 
since P([w]) p k°.. k, , pk = "p/_q =: for w ~ W,,k. Hence 
1 [ l P[Z.>O]>~(l+nC)n P ~ Xj>~O . 
j---1 
(4) 
But EX1 = 0 (as (Z,) is critical, so, by the C.L.T., 
j= l  
Hence, (4) implies 
lira P[Z, > 0] a/" = 1, 
13.....-*'.OO 
which is equal to p in the critical case, as noted at the beginning of the proof. 
Case H: (Z,) strongly subcritical. First note that F ' (1)= Ern(;~) log m(~')<~ 0. So 
now 
p = F(1)= Em(~)= EZ1. 
Since P[Z. > O] = P[Z. >~ 1] <~ EZ. = (EZ1)", we obtain immediately that 
limsup P[Z.  > 0] 1/" ~< EZ1 = p. 
H- -*  O0 
(5) 
To prove that 
liminf P[Z, > 0] 1/"/> EZ1, 
. ---I. OO 
we proceed in a way similar to Case I. Define an i.i.d, sequence of random variables 
(Yj) by 
P[ Y1 = - log mi] pimi -- EZI' i=0 , . . . , r -1 .  (6) 
According to Lemma 1 
P[Z~' > 0] ~> EZ~/(1 + nC) 
for at least a fraction 1/n of the w in W.,k, if k~ K,,0. So now we obtain from (2) 
(recall EZ~ = m k) that 
, 
P[Z >O]> n(l+nC ) 
k ~ Kn,o 
 Ez,- E ] =n( l+nC)  P ~ Yj>~O . j= l  (7) 
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As (Z,)  is strongly subcritical, 
EY~=-(EZ1)-IEm(~) log m(sr) ~> 0. 
So the C.L.T. now implies 
l iminf P[Z, > 0] 1/" i> EZ~ = p. 
. - ->OO 
Case III: (Z,,) subcritical but not strongly subcritical. Define r.v.'s (Xj) as in (3). 
Since (Z,)  is subcritical, we now have EX1 < 0. We may assume moreover that 
P [X I>0]>0 (otherwise (Z,)  is strongly subcritical). By the Cramer-Chernoff  
Theorem (see e.g. [3]) we obtain 
P Xj>~0 -~ in fE  e ~x, as n ~oo. (8) 
j= l  t>~O 
But E e ~xl -- E(m(~)) t = F( t ) ,  and since F'(1) > 0, 
inf E e 'x~ = inf F( t) = p. (9) 
t~0 rE [0 ,1 ]  
As in Case I (cf. (4)), we obtain 
l iminf P[Z~ > 0] 1/"/> p. 
?1 ---> oo  
(10) 
Let Y~..o be the sum in (2) restricted to k ~ K.,o, En,1 this sum restricted to k c K.,1. 
Then 
l imsup P[Z. > 0] 1/" <~ max limsup limsup ~. (11) 
n -.). OO ~ n--> O0 M--~ OO / 
For k ~ K,,1 we use the trivial estimate P[Z w > 0] <~ 1. Then 
(:) 1 ~,n,l< ~ ~, pk= p Xj>>.O " kEKn, l j 1 
and hence, by (8) and (9), 
~', l /n l imsup -~.,1 <~ P. 
. ---~ OO 
(12) 
For k ~ K.,o we use the estimate 
P[Z~>O]<-EZ~=m k. 
,Y,,,,o~(EZ,)"P Yj>~O . (13) 
j 1 
But now EY I<0,  and we may assume that P [Y I>0]>0 (otherwise (Z,)  would 
not be subcritical). Chernoff 's theorem again applies so that 
P[  ~ Y j~O]~in fEe  'Y, asn~oo.  (14) 
j= l  t~O 
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Here 
E e 'Y' = (EZ1) -1 
and hence 
Y pimi e -'~°g'~' = (EZ1)-IF(1 - t), 
i=0  
i n fE  etY '= in f (EZ l ) - ' F (1 - t )=(EZ, )  -' inf F (1 - t ) -  p (15) 
t~>0 t~0 te [0 ,1 ]  EZ 1' 
where the next to last step holds since F'(0) = E log re(if) < 0. Combination of (13), 
(14) and (15) yields 
V1/n limsup ~'n,O ~ P- (16) 
n .-~ O0 
The proof of Case III (and hence of the theorem) is completed by combining (10), 
(11), (12) and (16). 
In the proof above we used lower bounds for the survival probability of a branching 
process in a varying environment w= Wo" • • w,,-l. These are given in the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let f be the probability generating function of offspring distribution Ui (then 
f[(1) = mi), and set 
C =max{fT(1)/mi: 0<~ i<~ r -  1}. 
Then for any k ~ Kn the foUowing holds for at least a fraction 1/n of the words w in W.,k :
min( 1, EZ w) 
P[Z~'> 0]~ > (17) 
l+nC 
Proof. Directly from [1, Lemma 2] we obtain, for w s W.,k, 
P [Z ,~>0]~ > ._, . (18) 
1 + C Y~j=o m~j+l " " " m~._ ,  
Case A: EZ~<~ 1. Then (17) follows from (18) if 
n-1  
Z m~j+, • • • mwn_l ~ n. (19)  
j=O 
Reversing words, this is implied by 
mwo...mw<~l for j=0 , . . . ,  n -1  
or  
J 
log mw,<~0 
i=0  
for j=0 , . . . ,  n -1 .  
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But since EZ~ <- 1, this already holds for j = n - 1. Hence Lemma 2 below applies, 
yielding that (19) holds for at least a fraction 1/n of all words in W,,~. 
Case B: EZ~>~ 1. Then (17) follows from (18) if 
n--1 
I+C ~ m~j+~ 
j=O 
• • • mw._, <~EZ~( I+nC)  
or  
n-1  
(EZ~) - I+C Y, (mwo""  m -1 wj) <~l+nC, 
j=0  
and since EZ~ I> 1, it suffices to show that 
r l - -1  
E (m~o' ' 'm -' w i) ~n.  
j=o  
This follows as in Case A: Lemma 2 now implies that 
m~o.. .mwj>~l  for j=0 , . . . ,  n -1  
for at least a fraction 1/n of all words in W,.k. 
In the proof of Lemma 1 we needed the following simple Ballot theorem. 
Lemma 2. Let A = {ao, . . . ,  a,-1} be a set of  real numbers. Let k ~ K ,  (i.e. the k~ are 
non-negative and leo+" • • + kr_~ = n ). Suppose aoko + " • • + ar-lkr-i >I O. Then at least 
a fraction 1/n of  all (;,) possible choices x = (Xo, . . . ,  x , - l )  such that ai occurs k~ times 
in x ( i = 0 , . . . ,  r -  1) have the property that 
Xo+" • .+xj  >10 for all O<~j<~ n - 1. 
Proof. Map a choice xj to the vector (1, xj), and x to the path from (0, O) to (n, Y~ xj) 
by adding the vectors. Let 
I x=min{~ xj :O<~p<~n-1},  
j=0  
m 
and let m be the first index such that Y,j=o xj =/z. Then the path associated to 
(Xm+I,. . . ,  X,-1, XO, . . . ,  X,,) will lie entirely on or above the x-axis. As this defines 
an atmost n to 1 mapping from all choices to the ones with 
Xo+' . .+x j~O for all 0~<j<~ n-  1, 
the lemma is proved. 
Remark 1. The moment condition in the theorem may probably be relaxed to 
EZ1 log Z1 < oo. This is proved for a special case in [4]. 
Remark 2. The theorem still holds when we omit our original hypothesis P[m(~) = 
0]=0.  To see this, let N={i :  mi=0} and PN =~NPi"  Then 
P[Z.  >0]= P[Z,, > 01 ~j ~ N, 0<~j~ < n -  1](1-pN)". 
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Define a B.P.R.E. (Z,) with the same offspring distributions as (Z.),  but 
A 
P[~o=i]=pJ(1--pN), i~N, 
= 0, otherwise. 
Then 
P[Z, > 0l ~'j ~ N, O~<j<~ n-  1]= P[.Z,, >0], 
and application of the theorem gives 
A 
P[,Z.>O] 1/n'-> i n f  E(m(~)) ~- -  
t~[O,1] 
1 
inf E(m(r~))'. 
1--PN le[O,1] 
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